
BRIDESMAIDS DELETED SCENES BLIND DATE WITH DAVE

Originally, the scene would have shown Rudd as a random date that Annie Very sadly, we cut all the blind date
sequences out of the movie.

Video and Audio: Keeping with Universal's quality of output with their non-catalog, new-released Blu-rays,
Bridesmaids arrives in a p AVC encode that looks absolutely smashing, while lining up with the
cinematography's theatrical look. It showed nice stereo spread to the music as well as some general ambience
from the sides. They discuss the origins of the characters and the casting process, bordering on back-slapping a
bit too much but still giving some sincere glimpses on their affection for the project. They joke around about
where Melissa MCCarthy came up with the "look" for Meghan and poking and prodding at Helen's character,
while they clearly reveal that the film's a labor of love where a lot of things just came together especially
during the speech scene. If you want to catch up before the new season, you'll have just under a week to do so
with this release. Piled on at the end, we've also got a semi-funny Gag Reel , HD AVC , filled with plenty of
goofing around between Jon Hamm and Kristen Wiig and several scenes that were simply too awkward or
laugh-inducing for the cast to get workable takes on. It's disappointing when films come to Blu-ray especially
one that released 10 years ago with limited featurettes. Some might claim that these scenes go on too long, but
I feel they're all bravely extended as they deliberately revel in discomfiture. It comes with only a couple of
featurettes and with more seasons on the way, you may want to wait for a box set in a few years. Even in 4x3,
you have the option to fill those unsightly side bars with artwork designed specifically for the Blu-ray. Music
was perfectly fine, as the score and songs showed positive dimensionality. More cut footage appears next.
That's also part of the fingerprint that producer Judd Apatow imparts, who worked similar magic in The 40
Year Old Virgin and, alongside Feig, in Freaks and Geeks, crafting genuine characters that serve distinct
purposes -- sure, a little one-dimensionally -- without feeling too phony. I'd also recommend watching the
deleted scenes before listening, so you can have a reference point when they're talking up the removed
material. Actually, I found it more amusing the second time I saw it. It shows alternate lines delivered for
various movie scenes. Maid of Honor: Behind the Scenes , HD AVC : Keeping things kinda straight-faced and
normal for at least one of the special features on this disc, this making-of piece mixes interviews with Paul
Feig, Kristen Wiig, Annie Mumolo, and the rest of the cast and crew while behind-the-scenes footage plays
behind them. Audio quality appeared good. And from a set of graduates from the Grounlings comedy troupe
to faces from SNL and The Office, they're in capable hands. We get the theatrical cut as well as an unrated
version  She opened her own bakery but it went under; after that she got dumped by her boyfriend and lost her
savings. Two generic segments, Deleted Scenes , HD AVC and Extended and Alternate Scenes , SD MPEG-2
, are fairly self explanatory, though the deleted scenes section essentially becomes the dumping pot for all the
stuff that doesn't really have a distinction: a few alternate takes on a conversation between Annie and her
mother outside of the car-repair shop, the bridesmaids thumbing through a ritzy store where Lillian's
registered, and a very wisely-removed scene in Paris. Final Thoughts: I laughed harder at Bridesmaids than I
have at any other comedy since The 40 Year Old Virgin -- both at the theater, and a second and, uh, third time
at home. A broke, cynical chef who's recently closed her Milwaukee bakery, losing her boyfriend in the
process, she now works in a jewelry store, sleeps with a handsome but asinine man-child Jon Hamm looking
for a no-strings sex-buddy, and avoids her odd British brother-sister roommates. While it includes some of the
usual goofs and giggles, it also throws in quite a few alternate lines. With a gold cover and a stunning video
transfer, this is a re-release well worth its weight in gold. Unless the video or audio quality is significantly
improved, it just seems like a waste. Both the Theatrical and Unrated Cuts of the film have been made
available on both discs, accessible under the "Extras" menu option. Bridesmaids delivers a pretty likable
comedy. Much of the film appeared pretty accurate and concise. Instead, the colors appeared pretty clear and
concise. Stick with the original cut. You'll find a great mix of everything here, inside an unassuming
non-"chick flick" that knows how to deliver crass comedy with the best of 'em. Printer Friendly The Film:
Let's be honest here: comedy, as a genre, has been wading in a semi-stagnant pool for a while now, where
we're lucky to see even one true belly-laugher a year -- and a swath of mediocrity or, even worse, downright
stinkers cluttered around it. Sure, if you want to boil it down to the least-common denominator, Feig's picture
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can essentially be labeled a female iteration of The Hangover, where the ritual of strippers, alcohol, and wild
partying in the groom's rite of passage are replaced with luncheons, dress-fittings, and bridal showers. The
other categories are on the same par as the blind-date material, hitting on segmented deleted scenes that fit
under those categories: there's Roommates, which covers Matt Lucas and Rebel Wilson's British brother-sister
duo; the jewely store Cholodecki's; Annie Vs. Clocking in at a bit over five 5 minutes longer than the
theatrical cut at , as opposed to , the difference rest in one lengthier added scene and a few minor additions
sprinkled throughout the film -- all which are wise edits that, really, add nothing to Bridesmaids.


